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TOSSUP 1
One of the protagonists of this film is dismayed after Jimmy doesn’t wave back to him which
Jimmy explains was caused by him being high on horse tranquilizers. Towards the beginning of this
film, a character rudely tells a group of Americans that they’re too fat to climb up a tower. Another
character in this film drops spare change from a tower to alert Ray that Harry is after him. In one
scene, Erik is told that it is his fault for being blinded since he attempted to shoot Ray who instead
shot Erik with blanks. The two protagonists in this movie view (*) The Last Judgement by Bosch
while waiting in the title city for their boss to tell them what to do. One character in this film accidentally
kills a dwarf actor and commits suicide after thinking he killed a child. That scene reflects Ray’s
accidental killing of a little boy while working as a hit man. For 10 points, name this black comedy
written by Martin McDonagh that is set in a Belgian city.
ANSWER: In Bruges <JA> <Movies>

BONUS 1
US Navy sailors traditionally prepared torpedo juice by mixing this ingredient with 180-proof alcohol
derived from torpedo motor fuel. For 10 points:

A. Name this tropical ingredient. The Staten Island Ferry consists of Malibu rum and this other
ingredient, but it does not contain coconut juice, unlike its cousin, the piña colada.

ANSWER: pineapple juice (accept similar responses with the word “pineapple”)
B. This American cocktail is itself a cousin to the martini, in which the classic olive is replaced by a

pickled onion garnish. This cocktail also strictly uses dry vermouth compared to its more variable
cousin.

ANSWER: Gibson
C. Adding the juice of a more deciduous berry, a blackcurrant cordial, to a beer cocktail consisting

of one-part lager and one-part cider produces this cheap English beverage.
ANSWER: diesel (accept “snakebite and black” or “purple nasty”; do not prompt or accept partial
responses) <MC> <Misc>

TOSSUP 2
An art pamphlet accompanied early CD releases of this album, which on one page showed
“modified bears” leaving a volcanic eruption and fighting in heaven. The cover of this album was
inspired by a photo of a square meter of blood-stained snow taken during the Kosovo War. Initially
intended to be part of a double album, eleven tracks were compiled on their next album, (*)
Amnesiac. Advice from the lead singer’s then-partner, Rachel Owen, inspired the lyrics “try the best you



can, the best you can is good enough” on the track “Optimistic.” Recorded on a synthesizer, the first
track’s repeated line “yesterday, I woke up sucking a lemon” follows the title phrase “everything in its
right place.” Borrowing partly from electronic and ambient music, for 10 points, name this divisive
Radiohead album released after OK Computer.
ANSWER: Kid A <MC> <Music>

BONUS 2
Answer this BONUS on teenagers and their wacky subcultures. For 10 points:

A. A 2003 handbook by Robert Lanham named for this subculture cites such slang as “deck” and
“fin”. Neo-Nazis who partake in this subculture are called “nipsters”.

ANSWER: hipsters
B. A late-2010s subculture named for this unpopular photo-editing app is frequently seen fighting to

save the turtles. In 2019, TikTok added a filter named for this four-letter app that added a
scrunchied ponytail and a water bottle with stickers to the user.

ANSWER: VSCO [VISS-koh] (accept “VSCO girl”, “VSCO guy”, and reasonable variants)
C. This term associated with the unironic use of Minion memes has been compared to “basic”.

Popularizing it in early 2021, the New York Times says this term describes “people who are
slightly off-trend.”

ANSWER: cheugy [accept “cheug”] <MC> <Misc>

TOSSUP 3
In one part of this game, if the player inputs the wrong digits into a keypad 50 times, the playable
character exclaims, “I’m gonna make the designers pay for all these bullshit code puzzles!” before
the door is unlocked. Depending on previous actions, a character in this game can say that bad
things always happen to her before she falls backwards into a hole through her two-story
apartment. In this game, a character enters an alternate reality in which her best friend is (*)
paralyzed and her father never died in a car crash. In this game, David enters the Dark Room and saves
his daughter’s friend from Mr. Jefferson, a photography teacher at Blackwell Academy. For ten points,
name this episodic video game developed by Dontnod in which Chloe is saved by her friend who
discovers an ability to rewind time.
ANSWER: Life Is Strange (do not accept or prompt on “Life Is Strange 2” or “Life Is Strange: Before
the Storm” or “Life Is Strange 3: True Colors”) <MC> <Video Games>

BONUS 3
This book categorizes priorities in a sixfold model named for altitudes, one of three models for making
“action choices.” For 10 points:

A. Name this book subtitled “The Art of Stress-Free Productivity.” This book features elaborate
workflow diagrams for processing and organizing and asks its readers to “do, delegate, defer, or
drop.”

ANSWER: Getting Things Done



B. In Getting Things Done, one of the three powers of the Key Principles is the power of the
collection type of this thing. A Charles Duhigg book is named for this thing, as is Stephen
Covey’s 7 [these things] of Highly Effective People.

ANSWER: habits
C. In 7 Habits of Highly Effective People, satisfying this concept is the first step to public victory;

the amount of trust built up in a relationship is modeled by this concept which can be enriched in
six ways.

ANSWER: Emotional Bank Account (prompt on “bank account” since there are other types) <MC>
<Trash Lit>

TOSSUP 4
One film by this director follows a Lakota Sioux pair of siblings after their father dies in a fire. In
that film, Jashaun is told that the number 7 is significant in that it relates to the Wounded Knee
Massacre. In another film by this director, Brady abandons his rodeo lifestyle after experiencing a
fatal riding accident. This director is only the second woman to have won the (*) Best Directing
Oscar after Kathryn Bigelow. This director’s next film, The Eternals, is set to be released later in 2021.
This director of Songs My Brother Taught Me and The Rider directed a film in which the protagonist
learns survival skills from Bob Wells. After gathering her belongings from the abandoned town of
Empire, the protagonist of that film by this director resumes her nomad life. For 10 points, name this
director of Nomadland.
ANSWER: Chloe Zhao <JA> <Movies>

BONUS 4
Answer this bonus on the early history of live Internet broadcasting. For ten points:

A. Name this site which bears the first name of its first user, who lifecasted with a camera on his
baseball cap. This site was the progenitor to a certain more popular live gaming streaming
service.

ANSWER: Justin.tv
B. In 2011, “Gaming” broadcasts on Justin.tv were moved to this other site. Tfue and Ninja are the

two most subscribed streamers on this site with a purple-and-white logo.
ANSWER: Twitch

C. The precursor to Justin.tv was this site, the first major attempt at lifecasting. Jennifer Ringley
lends her name to this site which ran for seven years until 2003.

ANSWER: JenniCam <MC> <Internet>

TOSSUP 5
After losing the race for Labour leadership in 2010, Ed Balls performed karaoke with this song.
This song was remixed by Stuart Price under the name Jacques Lu Cont. That remix was later
included on the Sawdust compilation album by this song’s artists. This song’s writer drew
inspiration from David Bowie’s Queen Bitch in the similar cadence of lines about “calling a cab”



and “sick stomachs.” A song from 2012 by the same band references this song with the lyrics (*)
“eager eyes;” that 2012 song is “Miss Atomic Bomb.” The speaker of this song surmises “it was only a
kiss, how did it end up like this?” before singing “swimming through sick lullabies, choking on your
alibis.” For 10 points, name this 2004 single from the album Hot Fuss by the Killers.
ANSWER: Mr. Brightside <JA> <Music>

BONUS 5
Before this famous phrase on the seminal track, Big Bank Hank claims to get a “fly girl” and “some
spank” to “drive off in a def OJ.” For 10 points:

A. Name this phrase that the rapper who calls himself Casanova Fly prompts the listener to repeat on
“Rapper’s Delight.”  He follows this phrase with the problematic advice that “if your girl starts
acting up, then you take her friend.”

ANSWER: “hotel, motel, Holiday Inn!” (prompt on partial response)
B. This rapper repeats the phrase “We at the hotel, motel, Holiday Inn!” four times as a chorus on his

even more problematic track “Hotel Room Service.” This rapper’s more famous EDM hit
“Timber” features Ke$ha.

ANSWER: Pitbull
C. On this penultimate track on CrazySexyCool, Left Eye compares her rapping to Speedy Gonzalez

before amusingly gender-bending Sugarhill Gang’s original “hotel, motel, Holiday Inn” verse.
ANSWER: “Switch” <MC> <Music>

TOSSUP 6
In one episode, this character throws overdue bills in the air and considers paying the ones that
land face up. In that same episode, this character pretends to have two extramarital affairs. When
meeting a celebrity actor, this character fashions an elongated wax nose and accidentally sets it on
fire while smoking a cigarette. In an episode titled “[this character] is (*) enceinte,” the Tropicana
Club plays the song “We’re Having a Baby '' after learning that this character is pregnant. In another
episode, a producer exclaims “alcohol, twenty three percent!” before this character films a commercial for
vitameatavegamin. In an iconic scene, this character and her neighbor Ethel Mertz hilariously wrap
chocolates at a candy factory. For 10 points, name this wife of Ricky Ricardo, the title character of a
1950’s comedy who is portrayed by Lucille Ball.
ANSWER: Lucy MacGillicuddy Ricardo <MC> <TV>

BONUS 6
For 10 points each, answer these questions about quiz bowl like activities in movies.

A. A Jake Gyllenhaal portrayed character in this 2004 film competes in an academic competition
before the world is plunged into another Ice Age.

Answer: The Day After Tomorrow
B. In Starter for 10, the characters compete in this British college quiz show for which the film is

named for.



ANSWER: University Challenge
C. In the film Quiz Show, Ralph Fiennes portrays this man who eventually reveals that he was given

answers to the questions by the producers of the show.
ANSWER: Charles Van Doren <JA> <Movies>

TOSSUP 7
In a deleted scene, this character exclaims that another character “can do what he wants because he
doesn't signify school-yard taunts with a response.” This character hasilty departs from London
and explains that she’s “not here for you” to the protagonist. After meeting the protagonist, this
character remarks that he’s “penniless” and notices his “peach fuzz.” While in New York City, her
character is asked what she’s (*) looking for, to which she responds that she’s looking for a mind at
work. Since her “father has no sons,” this “oldest and wittiest” daughter has to “social climb for one.”
Before introducing her sister to the title character of a musical, this character declares she “know[s] her
sister like [she] knows her own mind.” For 10 points, name this character portrayed by Renee Elise
Goldsberry in the musical Hamilton.
ANSWER: Angelica Schuyler Church <JA> <Theatre>

BONUS 7
For 10 points each, answer this BONUS on historical figures in pop music.

A. This Franz Ferdinand song claims that “I won’t be leaving here with you” several times. This
song’s verses are a double entendre which references an historical title action taken by Gavrilo
Princip.

ANSWER: “Take Me Out”
B. This historical figure and The Raiders name a band that wore Revolutionary War-themed attire

while performing the song “Kicks” and their cover of “Indian Reservation.”
ANSWER: Paul Revere

C. In September 2020, the indie pop cover of “Put Your Records On” by a person with this stage
name gained traction on TikTiok. This stage name was once the name of a band whose other
members pursued missionary service for the Latter-Day Saints.

ANSWER: Ritt Momney (do not accept or prompt on “Mitt Romney” or “Jack Rutter”) <MC> <Music>

TOSSUP 8
Larry Bird is the only NBA player to make this kind of shot in consecutive games, doing so twice
for the Celtics. The Utah Jazz reached their first ever NBA Finals when John Stockton made one of
these shots against the Rockets. Paul George and Russell Westbrook left the Oklahoma City
Thunder after (*) Damian Lillard made one of these shots against them. This shot only happened once in
a Game 7, when Kawhi Leonard made one against Joel Embiid of the Philadelphia 76ers. In the 2021
NCAA Tournament, Jalen Suggs made one of these shots in overtime to defeat UCLA and send Gonzaga
to the Championship Game. For 10 points, name this term for a shot made when time expires while the
ball is in the air.



ANSWER: buzzer beater <JP> <Sports>

BONUS 8
In one episode of this television series, an animated bear named Waldo encourages crowds to throw a
shoe at Liam Monroe for 500 quid. For 10 points each,

A. Name this British anthology series created by Charlie Brooker that often utilizes technology to
comment on social issues.

ANSWER: Black Mirror
B. This episode of Black Mirror explores sadistic voyeurism with a memory wiped child murderer

being tortured daily in a televised facility.
ANSWER: White Bear

C. In a satirical article on The Toast, Daniel Mallory Ortberg uses this phrase to criticizes Black
Mirror’s negative attitude towards technology. Charlie Brooker has said that this phrase partially
inspired the ending of the episode “Playtest” in which the protagonist is killed by his phone
ringing.

ANSWER: what if phones, but too much <JA> <TV>

TOSSUP 9
In 2019, Labor Party MP Tom Watson called this competition “a danger to public health”. The
online version of this competition allowed for a choice of prize of either a $50 credit card at Shell or
25 apple pies. One of this competition’s commercials featured LeBron James and four women
named Stacy. Delaying this competition’s prizes by six months was part of the FBI investigation
“Operation Final Answer”. While at an Atlanta airport, the chief of security for this competition
executed (*) mailing fraud after encountering Jerry, a member of the Colombo crime family; that security
guard was Jerome Jacobson. The highest-scoring tokens in this competition were dark blue and could be
redeemed together for $1,000,000. For 10 points, name this sales promotion in which a customer could
collect tokens labeled “Mediterranean Avenue” and “Baltic Avenue” to win a free McFlurry.
ANSWER: McDonald’s Monopoly <MC> <Misc>

BONUS 9
A pianist in this film is considered to be the best because he has six fingers. For 10 points,

A. Name this 1997 sci-fi film that explores eugenics.
ANSWER: Gattaca

B. The protagonist of Gattaca poses as the genetically “superior” Eugene in order to achieve his
dream of doing this.

ANSWER: space travel
C. The protagonist, Vincent Freeman, is portrayed by this actor.

ANSWER: Ethan Hawke <JA> <Movies>

TOSSUP 10



In the French musical Irma La Douce, Nestor laments that a “part of Paris right next door to hell …
seems like heaven from” this location. In the musical The Life, Memphis gets Queen out of this
location and gives her a dress for the Hooker’s Ball, but he asks for $6000 before singing “My Way
or the Highway.” While in this location, one musical’s protagonist conjectures a character will go
back to work while the other will be executed; those two people, the (*) baker and the butler, first
meet Joseph in this location. After the track “Big Dollhouse,” Amber and Velma get out of this location at
the start of Hairspray’s second act. In one track that occurs in this location, six women shout that “he had
it comin’” before announcing their names as “Pop, Six, Squish, Uh-Uh, Cicero, Lipschitz.” For 10 points,
name this location in which six “murderesses” perform the “Cell Block Tango.”
ANSWER: prison or jail (accept “prison cell”, “jail cell”, or knowledge equivalents; accept “Cook
County Jail”) <MC> <Theatre>

BONUS 10
For 10 points each, answer these questions about the members of indie rock supergroup Boygenius:

A. This singer’s sophomore album “Historian” opens with the epic track “Night Shift.”
ANSWER: Lucy Dacus

B. Lucy Dacus and ten other vocalists were invited to scream at the top of their lungs at the end of
the song “I Know The End,” by this artist.

ANSWER: Phoebe Bridgers
C. Lucy, Phoebe, and this final boygenius member provided backing vocals on the Hayley Williams

song “Roses/Lotus/Violet/Iris.”
ANSWER: Julien Baker <JP> <Music>

TOSSUP 11
A famous song by the Coasters that begins with a “fee-fi-fo-fum” chant draws a metaphor between
Charlie Brown and a person of this profession. The only EP released by the Dickies begins with a
song which claims the population is decreasing due to people of this profession coming from outer
space. At the start of one Roy Orbison song, a person of this profession is called “the sandman” and
helps the singer dream. Unusually, a bassoon and a calliope play a motif before verses of the song
“The (*) Tears of [this profession]” by Smokey Robinson and the Miracles. One Illinoise song reveals the
narrator may follow the footsteps of John Wayne Gacy, Jr., a serial killer who famously dresses in this
profession’s attire. For 10 points, a horrorcore band is named for an “insane posse” of what profession
often found entertaining in circuses?
ANSWER: clown (prompt on generic responses equivalent to “circus entertainer”; do not accept or
prompt on other circus entertainers like acrobats) <MC> <Music>

BONUS 11
One line in this song states “y’all don’t want to hear me, y’all just want to dance.” For 10 points each,

A. Name this song that opens with “my baby don’t mess around because she loves me so, this I
know for sho.”

ANSWER: Hey Ya!
B. Along with “The Way You Move,” “Hey Ya!” was released as a lead single for this 2003 album.



ANSWER: Speakerboxxx/The Love Below
C. “Hey Ya!” is one of the most popular hits by Outkast, a hip hop duo consisting of these two

rappers.
ANSWER: Antwan “Big Boi” Patton and Andre “3000” Benjamin <JA> <Music>

TOSSUP 12
After being auctioned in 1995, this object was thought to be lost until it was rediscovered in 2012
and subsequently displayed at the V&A Museum in London. This object was designed by Patrizia
Von Brandenstein to symbolize a character’s journey from ignorance to enlightenment and to also
reflect the lighting during the dance scenes. In 1979, This object was purchased by Gene Siskel and
was engraved with “so here’s to a classic, your friend, (*) John Travolta.” This is worn during a scene
in which the protagonist gives his dance trophy to a Puerto Rican couple that he believed lost because of
the judges’ racism. While dancing to the Bee Gees song “More Than a Woman,” Tony Mareno wears this
piece of clothing. For 10 points, name this iconic outfit that John Travolta wore in a 1977 film.
ANSWER: white suit from Saturday Night Fever <JA> <Movies>

BONUS 12
This actor was reportedly not cast as Tevye in the film adaptation of Fiddler on the Roof because his
larger than life personality would distract the audience. For 10 points each,

A. Name this actor that originated the role of Tevye on Broadway.
ANSWER: Zero Mostel

B. Mostel previously starred as Pseudolus on Broadway in this musical that was inspired by the
ancient Roman playwright Plautus.

ANSWER: A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum
C. Mostel also starred as Max Bialystock in this 1967 film directed by Mel Brooks in which the

characters conceive a musical about Hitler.
ANSWER: The Producers <JC> <Theatre>

TOSSUP 13
In this director’s feature debut, a group of college graduates each follow their own peculiar ways of
not moving on in their lives. In another film by this director, Lester Grimm becomes jealous after
learning that his date’s ex is a famous writer, Dashiell Frank. This director’s next project is slated to
be an adaptation of Don DeLillo’s White Noise and will star this director’s partner, Greta Gerwig.
In a 2007 film by this director, the protagonist plagiarizes (*) “Hey You” by Pink Floyd at his school’s
talent show. A protagonist from a 2012 movie by this director can only fit part of her name on her new
mailbox thus calling back to the film’s title, Frances Ha. In a 2019 film by this director, Charlie and
Nicole are embroiled in a custody battle over their son Henry during their divorce. For 10 points, name
this director of Marriage Story.
ANSWER: Noah Baumbach <JA> <Movies>



BONUS 13
For 10 points each, answer the following about best selling mobile games.

A. This game involves the title animals being flung from a slingshot to kill green pigs.
ANSWER: Angry Birds

B. Pokemon Go employed this technology to great success. This technology incorporates the real
world environment into an interactive experience.

ANSWER: Augmented Reality
C. The Kim Kardashian mobile game is developed by this game company whose other titles include

QuizUp and the Deer Hunter franchise.
ANSWER: Glu Mobile <JA> <Video Games>

TOSSUP 14
One person on this show installs a 300-watt bulb in an Easy-Bake oven to cook pizza, causing the
oven to melt. Before being stalked in a park, another person on this show plays computer music
based on a theme by Debussy against a drum beat. The leader of a motivational group
congratulates another character on this show for (*) “tearing down her old house” after being prodded
by Robbie. The father of a character diagnosed with AVM scolds his son for considering an offer by a
company owned by Kroenher. Brenda confronts her sex addiction in this show while Frederico becomes a
partner to a family business run by brothers David and Nate. For 10 points, name this HBO
comedy-drama set in Los Angeles in which the Fisher family runs a funeral home.
ANSWER: Six Feet Under <MC> <TV>

BONUS 14
For 10 points each, answer these questions about TLC reality shows.

A. This franchise currently has sixteen spinoff shows and follows various couples as they go through
the K-1 visa process.

ANSWER: 90 Day Fiancé
B. This show features dermatologist Dr. Sandra Lee as she treats patients with extreme skin

problems.
ANSWER: Dr. Pimple Popper

C. For the past 13 years, TLC has followed this mega sized family in various shows. This family’s
shows have been cancelled numerous times due to controversy and criminal charges against their
eldest son, Josh.

ANSWER: the Duggar family <JA> <TV>

TOSSUP 15
The theme song to one British sitcom asks, “Please help me in my agony,” then calls out to Jane,
who works in this location. In a late-1980s drama, an ex-cop who works in this location goes by the
name “The Nighthawk” and solves people’s criminal cases by day. Cold opens in one show’s earlier
seasons began with Martin giving inappropriate monologues while sitting in a darkened one of



these locations. In the pilot of one show, a character plays (*) rock and roll music while saying the
word “booger” in this location; in another episode, Les Nessman reports on a “turkey drop” when Johnny
Fever interrupts him from this location. In one show, Bulldog would frequently rush the title character out
of this location where Roz also works. Frasier Crane assures clients with the phrase “Go ahead, I’m
listening” from, for 10 points, what location also seen on WKRP in Cincinnati?
ANSWER: radio studio (accept equivalent variations) <MC> <TV>

BONUS 15
For 10 points each, answer the following about celebrity chefs on Food Network.

A. This chef served as sous chef for Mario Batali on Iron Chef America and is the coach for the red
team on Worst Cooks in America.

ANSWER: Anne Burrell
B. For several decades, Alton Brown hosted this educational show that explores the science of

cooking. In 2021, Brown said that the most recent iteration of this show would mark the end of all
programming related to this show.

ANSWER: Good Eats
C. A frequent judge on Chopped, this chef is the host of Supermarket Stakeout and is the executive

chef at the restaurant Butter.
ANSWER: Alex Guarnaschelli <JA> <TV>

TOSSUP 16
One song partially titled for this person by K.I.A. is told through the perspective of this person’s
wife. William Shatner’s fourth studio album is titled Seeking [this person]. In one music video, this
character’s helmet is removed by alien-like women. In a later music video, a bejeweled astronaut
suit seemingly belonging to this character is worshiped by a cult. In a Peter (*) Schilling song, this
character declares “now the light commands/this is my home/I’m coming home” after being disconnected
from Earth. In another song, this character is said to be a junkie and “strung out in heaven’s high/hitting
an all-time low.” This chaarcetr sings “the stars look very different today” before being disconnected from
Ground Control and singing “ Planet Earth is blue, and there’s nothing I can do.” For 10 points, name this
persona of David Bowie featured in “Ashes to Ashes” and “Space Oddity.”
ANSWER: Major Tom <JA> <Music>

BONUS 16
Think you know sports? OK Zoomer, let me quiz you on the 1968 Olympics. For ten points each:

A. The 1968 Olympics occurred in this city. Ten days before its inauguration, hundreds of citizens
were killed after protesting in this city’s Plaza de los Tres Culturas.

ANSWER: Mexico City
B. Note to players: Description acceptable. At the podium for the 200-m sprint, Tommie Smith and

John Carlos did this action after bowing their heads during the national anthem as a Black Power
salute.

ANSWER: raised fists



C. At the 1968 Olympics, this person failed to top Valeriy Brumel’s 2.29-m record. Winning only
one gold, this high jumper disregarded the straddle method in favor of his namesake flop.

ANSWER: Dick Fosbury <MC> <Sports>

TOSSUP 17
This event influenced another event in the Netherlands, a protest against student loans at the
“Education Implementation Office Headquarters”. Connie West, owner of the Little A’le’Inn
[AH-ley INN], issued a legal suit since she was not properly subsidized by PornHub’s $70,000
sponsorship of this event. The FAA issued two flight restrictions ahead of this event. One PR arm of
the United States military tweeted pictures of soldiers standing in front of (*) B-2 stealth bombers as
a threat against this event’s participants. This event’s founder, Matty Roberts, pulled out of the main
component of this event 11 days before. Only 150 people reached base camp to attempt this event’s most
infamous action. For 10 points, “they can’t stop us all” subtitled which event whose most prominent
meme involves Naruto-running toward a certain “Area” with supposed knowledge of aliens?
ANSWER: the storming of Area 51 (accept knowledge equivalents; prompt on partial response) <MC>
<Misc>

BONUS 17
A bloody hand is seen being submerged in ice water in a slow mo sequence in this film. For 10 points
each,

A. Name this film in which Andrew strives to be a jazz drummer in the face of his cutthroat mentor.
ANSWER: Whiplash

B. Terrence Fletcher is portrayed by this actor who is known for playing J. Jonah Jameson in
Spiderman films.

ANSWER: J.K. Simmons
C. The score to Whiplash is composed by this man who also won an Oscar for his score for La La

Land.
ANSWER: Justin Hurwitz <JA> <Movies>

TOSSUP 18
In this short story, a burning bush urges one character to demand weapons, for which he is given “a
crude set of bows and arrows, and a water pistol”. In this short story, humans must fight a mythical
bird with a snakelike neck and a head “as large as a Tudor mansion” in order to eat, but the bird
disappears when the humans get bored. Time-breaks in the 1991 publication of this short story are
written in a telegraph alphabet that reads the phrase (*) “COGITO ERGO SUM” in Latin and
English. The main antagonist in this short story resulted from the fusion of its Russian, Chinese, and
“Yankee” counterparts. In this short story, Benny consumes Gorrister, which triggers Ted to spare the
others’ suffering by killing them with stalactites. The Allied Mastercomputer  turns Ted into a “great soft
jelly thing” in, for 10 points, what gruesome short story by Harlan Ellison?
ANSWER: “I Have No Mouth, and I Must Scream” <MC> <Trash Lit>



BONUS 18
Players, will you accept this rose? Don’t worry, this doesn’t end in a marriage proposal. For 10 points
each, answer these questions about the The Bachelor franchise.

A. This Bachelor has been revered as the franchise’s worst because of his offensive comments and
overall rudeness to the women vying for his love. This Bachelor previously played soccer in
Venezuela.

ANSWER: Juan Pablo Galavais (accept either underlined portion)
B. Bachelor Arie Luyendyk infamously dumped this woman after proposing to her. This woman

later became the Bachelorette where she chose Garrett Yriogyen.
ANSWER: Rebecca “Becca” Kufrin (accept any underlined portion)

C. In season 11 of The Bachelor, Brad Womack controversially ended his season by doing this. He
later came back as the Bachelor in season 15.

ANSWER: didn’t chose anyone (accept obvious equivalents) <JA> <TV>

TOSSUP 19
An indie game based on this song requires the player to collect six onions and to stun the enemy
with hot sauce if the player encounters him. A viral fan-made music video to this song truncates this
song before the climax and imagines one person with the Tumblr logo as a head. In this song’s
official music video, both the drummer and the lead violinist deliver speaking lines while they are
playing. The end of that video reveals there is (*) only one person in the audience; that person stands
up and claps until a spotlight shines on him. At the start of this song, a person sprinting on all fours
prompts the narrator to announce, “My god, there’s blood everywhere!” After stabbing someone in the
kidney, a person in this song bodyslams the title figure using jujitsu. For 10 points, name this Rob Cantor
song set in the second-person in which the title actor is an “actual cannibal.” <MC> <Internet>
ANSWER: “Shia LaBeouf”

BONUS 19
18. Making a bad movie might not get a director an award from the 4 major annual American
entertainment shows, but it will get the director an award from the Golden Raspberry Awards. For 10
points each,

A. This actor holds the record for the most Razzies won by an actor. This actor’s wins include his
performances in Rambo III and Rocky IV.

ANSWER: Sylvester Stallone
B. This 1987 film is the only movie to date to win both an Oscar and a Razzie. Michael Douglas

won an Oscar and Hannah Darryl won a Razzie for their performances in this film named for a
New York financial block.

ANSWER: Wall Street
C. James Corden won the Razzie Award for Worst Supporting Actor for this 2019 film that was

critically panned with Rotten Tomatoes’s critic census stating that this “adaptation is a clawful
mistake that will leave most viewer begging to be put out of their mew-sery.”

Answers: Cats <JC> <Movies>



TOSSUP 20
This TV show’s head writer had a clause in his contract demanding that the shows’ actors perform
their lines exactly as written, because the dialogue was written in poetic meter. The president of the
United States was originally meant to be a recurring character in this television series, but that plan
was scrapped after his dramatic entrance at the end of the pilot. In one episode of this show, an
impromptu performance of the song “The Jackal” is given by (*) Allison Janney’s character.
Characters in this show often have important conversations while walking in the hallway, including one
instance where Sam Seaborn and Josh Lyman hold an entire meeting while searching for a conference
room to hold that meeting in. For 10 points, name this TV show written by Aaron Sorkin and starring
Martin Sheen as President Bartlett.
ANSWER: The West Wing <JP> <TV>

BONUS 20
For 10 points each, answer these questions about the most mysterious character in video game history,
Bella Goth from The Sims franchise.

A. Prior to the start of The Sims 2, Bella went missing and is believed to have had this happen to her.
ANSWER: abducted by aliens

B. Bella is married to this sim, who is often seen with a black mustache.
ANSWER: Mortimer Goth

C. In The Sims 2, Bella’s daughter, Cassandra, is engaged to this sim who is actually a rampant
cheater.

ANSWER: Don Lothario (accept either underlined portion) <JA> <Video Games>


